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We introduce a resource theory of channels relevant to communication via quantum channels, in which the set
of constant channels, useless channels for communication tasks, are considered as free resources. We find that
our theory with such a simple structure is useful to address important problems in quantum Shannon theory —
in particular, we provide a converse bound for the one-shot non-signalling assisted classical capacity that leads
to the first direct proof of the strong converse property for non-signalling assisted communication, as well as
obtain the one-shot channel simulation cost with non-signalling assistance. Our results not only provide new
perspectives to those problems, but also admit concise proofs of them, connecting the recently developed fields
of resource theories to ‘classic’ problems in quantum information theory and shedding light on the validity of
resource theories of channels as effective tools to attack practical problems.
Introduction. —A central problem addressed in quantum
Shannon theory is to understand how much of the resources
are required to accomplish the desired communication tasks
and how one can efficiently use them. The resources take
various forms depending on the given physical situation and
types of information one tries to send — when transmission
of classical bits is in question, the classical communication
channels are clearly costly resources, while when quantum
information is to be communicated, classical communication
is often considered freely accessible resources. In general, the
idea of distinguishing costly resources and free resources is
helpful for articulating the problem to address, and it has been
employed in the series of work in quantum information theory.
Once the precious resources are identified for the given
setting, one is naturally motivated to consider quantifying and
manipulating them in some appropriate manner. Such attempts
have been intensively made on the entanglement [1], and the
idea and tools developed there have been generalized to the
framework called resource theories [2]. The resource theoretic
framework has been applied to various kinds of quantities [3–8],
as well as employed to extract common features shared by a
wide class of resources [9–21]. Recently, the framework has
been extended beyond the consideration of static resources
attributed to quantum states to dynamic resources attributed
to quantum measurements and channels, and it has been under
active investigation [15–17, 22–39].
Although the idea of resource theory has succeeded to provide
a lot of insights into the properties of the interested quantities,
a common criticism is that the discussion often ends up with a
formalistic level not solving existing concrete problems, apart
from a few attempts along this line for several resource theories
of states [40–43]. In particular, it has been elusive whether the
resource theory of channels would be helpful for answering
any important problem whatsoever.
In this work, we take the first step in this direction. We
introduce resource theory for communication, a resource theory
of channels relevant to communication via quantum channels,
in which we choose the set of constant channels, the useless
channels for communication, as free resources. Unlike many
of the resource theories of channels with underlying state theo-
ries [15, 27, 29, 31–35], our setting is not equipped with any the-
ory of state, making the consideration of the resource theories
of channels crucial. We introduce generalized robustness for
communication and another equivalent quantity, max-relative
entropy for communication, as resource quantifiers, and discuss
resource transformations under free operations, for which we
consider the maximal set of superchannels that map constant
channels to constant channels. With this formalism, we address
two important problems in quantum Shannon theory: strong
converse property and channel simulation cost under resource
assistance.
The strong converse property ensures the sharpness of com-
munication capacity in the sense that the error rate necessarily
approaches one whenever the transmission rate exceeds its
capacity [44–57]. In particular, the strong converse property
for entanglement assisted communication has been shown by an
operational argument by flipping the quantum reverse Shannon
theorem [53, 54]. Later, a direct proof of strong converse
has been shown in [55], for which several involved techniques
were employed. Here, combining our framework with recent
progress in operational characterization of resource theories
in terms of discrimination tasks [14, 16, 17, 24], we provide
a simple alternative direct proof by showing an even stronger
claim: the strong converse property for non-signalling assisted
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2communication. Although the strong converse property itself
can be shown via an operational argument using its version
of quantum reverse Shannon theorem [56], it is the first direct
proof to our knowledge. Our main result is a converse bound
for the one-shot non-signalling assisted classical capacity that
immediately leads to the strong converse property.
Channel simulation is a reverse task of noiseless communi-
cation via noisy channels where one is to implement the given
noisy channel from the noiseless channel using accessible free
resources [29, 53, 54, 56, 58]. Recently, the one-shot chan-
nel simulation cost with non-signalling assistance has been
obtained by techniques based on the semidefinite program-
ming [56]. Here, we propose a new approach — we obtain the
one-shot non-signalling assisted simulation cost by casting it
as a resource dilution problem in our framework, which is a
subject studied well in the context of resource theories [18, 59–
61]. We accomplish this by showing the equivalence between
the non-signalling assisted channel transformations and the
channel transformations under the maximal set of free super-
channels. This correspondence gives a physical description
to our choice of free superchannels, which is interesting on
its own in the sense that the maximal set of free operations
(e.g. separability preserving operations for entanglement [59],
maximally incoherent operations for coherence [62]) usually
lacks a physical characterization at the cost of its mathematical
convenience.
Our results lift the resource theory of channels to effective
tools to address concrete problems and indicates further po-
tential of this actively investigated field. We present proofs of
the results that we think especially insightful in the main text,
while the rest of the proofs can be found in Appendix.
Free channels and resource measures. — Let T(A, B) be
the set of quantum channels with input system A and output
system B, while we omit the specification of input/output
systems when it is clear from the context. Here, we introduce
the set of free channels and resource quantifier that construct a
resource theory of channels relevant to communication settings.
We would like to quantitatively understand how useful the
given channel is for communication tasks, and a reasonable
as well as operationally motivated approach for this purpose
is to take “useless” channels for communication as our set of
free channels. For communication scenarios, a natural choice
for useless channels are constant channels [63, 64], which map
any state to some fixed state. Namely, we choose our set of free
channels as
F :=
{
Ξ ∈ T
 ∃σ s.t. Ξ(ρ) = σ, ∀ρ} . (1)
Our goal is to gain ideas of usefulness of the given channel in
this framework, which motivates us to quantify the resourceful-
ness of channels with respect to the set of constant channels. To
this end, we introduce robustness for communication, which is
the generalized robustness measure [13, 14, 16, 31, 36, 65, 66]
with respect to the set of constant channels defined for any
channel N as
R(N) :=min
{
r
 N+rL1+r ∈ F, L ∈ T } . (2)
We remark that (2) is always well-defined because the set of
Choi matrices corresponding to the constant channels include
a full-rank operator. It is also convenient to consider an
equivalent measure, max-relative entropy for communication:
Dmax(N) :=min
{
s
 N ≤ 2sL, L ∈ F} , (3)
where inequality is in terms of complete positiveness. This
measure is connected to the generalized robustness measure
by Dmax(N) = log(1 + R(N)). We also define the smoothed
version as Dmax(N) := min‖N′−N‖≤ Dmax(N ′).
The robustness measure inherits the generic properties such
as faithfulness, convexity, and monotonicity under free opera-
tions, which can be proved in the same way as the generalized
robustness measures for states (see e.g. [13]). We elaborate on
the other properties of this measure (additivity under tensor
product, its tight upper bound, and the relation with max-
information [56]) in Appendix.
We first apply this framework to resource-assisted classical
communication scenario.
Generalized robustness and assisted channels. — One
of the most fundamental properties for quantum channels is
the communication capacity, which characterizes how much
information can be noiselessly sent per channel use. Here, we
consider the situation where Alice tries to send her classical
bits to Bob over the quantum channel N with aid of non-
signalling correlation [56, 67–71]. More precisely, we consider
the channel transformations described in Fig. 1, where channel
N ∈ T(Ao, Bi) is transformed to the effective channel N ′ ∈
T (Ai, Bo) by a non-signalling bipartite channel ΠNS : AiBi →
AoBo satisfying
TrAo ΠNS(ρ(0)Ai ⊗ ρBi ) = TrAo ΠNS(ρ
(1)
Ai
⊗ ρBi ) (4)
TrBo ΠNS(ρAi ⊗ ρ(0)Bi ) = TrBo ΠNS(ρAi ⊗ ρ
(1)
Bi
) (5)
for any state ρAi , ρBi , and any pair of states {ρ(j)Ai }1j=0, {ρ
(j)
Bi
}1
j=0.
Observing that the causality from Ao to Bi is ensured by (5),
it can be seen that ΠNS constructs a “quantum comb” with a
causal order [72], which is equivalent to a concatenation of
two channels Ee ∈ T (Ai, EAo), Ed ∈ T (EBi, Bo) where E is
some quantum system as in Fig. 1.
For the classical communication scenario we are interested
in, Ee is a classical-quantum channel encoding the Alice’s
classical information and Ed is a quantum-classical channel
decoding the original Alice’s message. Let M be the number
of messages and define the POVM elements {Dm}M−1m=0 on EBi
such that Tr[Dm·] = 〈m| Ed(·) |m〉 corresponding to guessing
3Bo
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FIG. 1. Two equivalent pictures of non-signalling assisted channel
transformation.
the messagem. The message transmission protocol is character-
ized by the tuple Φ = (Ee, {Dm}M−1m=0 ) called code. For a given
code, we write the average error probability of decoding as
ε[Φ,N] := 1 − 1M
∑M−1
m=0 Tr[Dm(id ⊗N) ◦ Ee(|m〉〈m|)]. Then,
the non-signalling assisted one-shot classical capacity with
error  is defined as
CNS,(1)(N) := sup
Φ
{
logM
 ε[Φ,N] ≤ } . (6)
Here, we aim to obtain a converse bound for the above one-
shot capacity. To this end, we combine our framework with the
setup considered in the operational characterization of resource
theories in terms of discrimination tasks [14, 16, 17, 24]. What
is most relevant to our setting is the following result on state
discrimination tasks shown for general resource theories of
channels. Let psucc(A,Λ, {Mi}) := ∑i pi Tr[Λ(σi)Mi] be the
average success probability for discriminating the given state
ensemble A = {pi, σi} with the action of channel Λ. Then,
the following result was shown.
Lemma1 ([16]). For any convex and closed set of free channels
F, it holds that, for any channel N ∈ T(A, B),
max
A, {Mi }
psucc(A, idE ⊗N, {Mi})
maxΞ∈F psucc(A, idE ⊗Ξ, {Mi}) = 1 + RF(N)
where A is the state ensemble defined on the system EA with
E being some quantum system, and RF(N) is the generalized
robustness defined with respect to the set of free channels F.
Interestingly, the simple structure of our theory allows for
more convenient form in the left-hand side of the above result—
in particular, the optimization over measurements can be taken
separately in the numerator and denominator, and the denomi-
nator can be reduced to the form relevant to our communication
setting. Let psucc(A,N) := max{Mi } psucc(A,N, {Mi}) be the
optimal success probability, and pguess(A) := maxi pi be the
success probability for the best random guess. Then, we obtain
the following, which is the first main result of this work.
Theorem 2. Let F be the set of constant channels. Then, for
any channel N ∈ T(A, B), we get
max
A∈A
psucc(A, idE ⊗N)
pguess(A) = 1 + R(N) (7)
where
A :=
{
{pi, σEAi }
 TrA[σEAi ] = TrA[σEAj ], ∀i, j} . (8)
Using this, we can concisely show our second main result,
a converse bound for the one-shot non-signalling assisted
classical capacity.
Theorem 3. For 0 ≤  < 1 − δ/2, it holds that
CNS,(1)(N) ≤ Dδmax(N) + log
(
1
1 −  − δ/2
)
(9)
Proof. Let Φ = (Ee, {Dm}M−1m=0 ) satisfy ε[Φ,N] ≤  , and
consider the state ensembleA := {1/M, Ee(|m〉〈m|)}. Because
of the non-signalling condition (4), it is ensured that A ∈ A .
Thus, using (7) we obtain psucc(A, idE ⊗N) ≤ (1 + R(N))/M .
Note the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4. For any state ensemble A and channels L,M ∈
T(A, B), we have |psucc(A,M) − psucc(A,L)| ≤ 12 ‖M −L‖.
Let N ′ be a channel with ‖N ′ − N‖ ≤ δ. Then, noting
that ‖ idE ⊗N ′ − idE ⊗N‖ = ‖N ′ − N‖ ≤ δ, Lemma 4
gives psucc(A, idE ⊗N)− δ/2 ≤ psucc(A, idE ⊗N ′) ≤ 1+R(N
′)
M
which implies that 1 − ε[Φ,N] − δ/2 ≤ (1 + R(N ′))/M . The
statement is reached by using ε[Φ,N] ≤  and minimizing
R(N ′) over N ′ with ‖N ′ − N‖ ≤ δ.

We remark that related bounds have been presented in [73,
74]. An advantage of our result is that, besides the simplicity of
its proof, it immediately leads to the strong converse property
as we shall see below.
Strong converse property for assisted capacity. —Next, we
discuss the advantage of Theorem 3 in the asymptotic setting.
For this aim, we take into account the situation where multiple
copies of the channel are in use. Consider the sequence of the
message size M (n) and the code Φ(n) = (E(n)e , {D(n)m }). Then,
we can define the non-signalling assisted classical capacity as
the maximum rate of the message transmission with vanishing
error:
CNS(N) := sup
{Φ(n) }
{
lim
logM (n)
n
 limn→∞ ε[Φ(n),N ⊗n] = 0} .
(10)
We remark that when it comes to the asymptotic setting, non-
signalling assisted quantum capacity equals to a half of the
non-signalling assisted classical capacity due to the intercon-
vertibility between the two communication settings via quan-
tum teleportation and superdense coding protocols. We also
introduce the non-signalling assisted strong converse capac-
ity C†NS(N) by replacing limn→∞ ε[Φ(n),N ⊗n] = 0 in (10)
with limn→∞ ε[Φ(n),N ⊗n] < 1. By definition, it holds that
CNS(N) ≤ C†NS(N) for any N . If CNS(N) = C†NS(N) also
holds, we say that the strong converse property holds.
A direct proof of the strong converse property for entangle-
ment assisted capacity was reported in [55]. There, they first put
4an upper bound for the decoding success probability in terms of
variants of mutual information derived from the α-sandwitched
Rényi entropy [52, 75] using the meta-converse bound [74].
Then, they showed the additivity of the α-mutual information
for α ∈ (1,∞) using the multiplicativity of completely bounded
p-norms [76], which allowed them to connect the α-mutual
information to the usual mutual information, eventually proving
the strong converse.
Here, we see that Theorem 3 immediately allows for a direct
proof for an even stronger claim, the strong converse property
for the non-signalling assisted communication, without delving
into involved techniques such as the ones employed in [55].
The main idea is to combine Theorem 3 with the the following
asymptotic equipartition property [56],
lim
δ→0
lim
n→∞
1
n
Dδmax(N ⊗n) = I(N) (11)
where I(N) := max |ψ〉 I(ρAB) and ρAB := id ⊗N(|ψ〉〈ψ |) is
the channel mutual information.
Corollary 5. For any channel N , the strong converse prop-
erty holds for non-signalling assisted communication, i.e.
CNS(N) = C†NS(N).
Proof. Theorem 3 implies that for any n and 0 ≤  < 1 − δ/2,
1
n
CNS,(1)(N ⊗n) ≤
1
n
Dδmax(N ⊗n) +
1
n
log
(
1
1 −  − δ/2
)
.
Taking limδ→0 limn→∞ in both sides and using (11), we obtain
limn→∞ 1nC

NS,(1)(N ⊗n) ≤ I(N) = CEA(N) for any 0 ≤  < 1
where CEA is the entanglement assisted classical capacity [77].
This provesCNS(N) ≥ CEA(N) ≥ C†NS(N), showing the strong
converse property. 
Channel transformation and channel simulation. — Be-
sides the quantification of resources, another central theme
that resource theories deal with is manipulation of resources.
Since our resource objects are quantum channels, it is nat-
ural to consider channel transformations under superchan-
nels [72, 78]. Let T ({A, B}, {A′, B′}) be the set of superchan-
nels that map channels in T(A, B) to channels in T(A′, B′). It
has been shown that any superchannelΘ ∈ T ({A, B}, {A′, B′})
can be constructed by two channels EA′→EApre ∈ T (A′, EA),
EEB→B′post ∈ T (EB, B′), where E is some ancillary system, as
Θ[N A→B] = EEB→B′post ◦idE ⊗N A→B◦EA
′→EA
pre for any channel
N A→B ∈ T (A, B) [78].
Of particular interest are channel transformations under
“free” superchannels. The requirement for free superchannels
is that they do not create resource channels out of free channels.
Within this constraint, there is still much freedom to choose
what additional constraints one should impose [36, 39]. Here,
we will take the least-structured approach, considering the
maximal set of free superchannels (often called “resource
non-generating”) defined as
OF :=
{
Θ ∈ T
 Θ[Ξ] ∈ F, ∀Ξ ∈ F} . (12)
A caveat in taking the maximal set of free operations is that al-
though it is mathematically easier to deal with, it often lacks its
physical characterization. Notably, we find that for our settings,
the maximal set of free superchannels is precisely characterized
by the non-signalling assisted channel transformation. Fig. 1
suggests that non-signalling assisted channel transformation
also takes the structure of the superchannels, so let ONS be
the set of superchannels that consists of non-signalling op-
eration satisfying (4) and (5). Then, we have the following
identification between two sets of channel transformations.
Proposition 6. The set of resource non-generating free super-
channels coincides with that of non-signalling assisted channel
transformations, i.e. OF = ONS.
This result allows for an alternativeway of proving Theorem3
from the perspective of free superchannels, which we provide
in Appendix. Because of the systematic nature of resource
theoretic framework, this approach may be found useful for
considering other kinds of communication settings as well. It
makes use of the following monotonicity property of smoothed
max-relative entropy, which holds for general choice of the set
of free channels.
Lemma 7. Let F be an arbitrary set of channels, OF be the
set of resource non-generating free superchannels, and Dmax,F
be the max-relative entropy measure with respect to F. Then,
for any channelN and free superchannel Θ ∈ OF, it holds that
Dmax,F(N) ≥ Dmax,F(Θ[N]) for  ≥ 0.
Proposition 6 allows us to identify the non-signalling assisted
channel simulation with the resource dilution problem in our
theory. Specifically, let idk be the identity channel acting on
k-dimensional Hilbert space. We ask the minimum size of the
identity channel needed to realize the desired channel by free
superchannels. To this end, we define the one-shot dilution
cost for given channel N and error  as
Cc,(1)(N) := min
{
k
 ∃Θ ∈ OF s.t. ‖Θ[idk] − N‖ ≤ } .
Then, we obtain the following.
Theorem 8.
Cc,(1)(N) = d2
1
2D

max(N)e . (13)
This result provides the generalized robustness/max-relative
entropy measure with another operational meaning. As ex-
pected, our result coincides with the non-signalling assisted
5one-shot channel simulation cost obtained by a different ap-
proach [56]. Since our method is based on a systematic
resource theoretic treatment, it will provide a useful tool with
wide applicability.
Conclusions. —We introduced a resource theory for chan-
nels relevant to communication scenarios where the set of
constant channels serve as free resources. We applied our
formalism to provide a converse bound for the one-shot non-
signalling assisted classical capacity, which allows us to prove
the strong converse property for non-signalling assisted com-
munication. We also addressed channel transformation under
maximal set of free superchannels and find that such chan-
nel transformation coincides with that under non-signalling
assistance. Using this identification, we obtained the one-shot
channel simulation cost with non-signalling assisted channel
transformation by considering the resource dilution cost under
free superchannels. Both of the quantities we obtained are
characterized by the max-relative entropy measure with respect
to our choice of free channels, which endow this measure with
clear operational meanings.
Our results indicate the further potential of resource theoretic
framework as effective tools to solve concrete problems. In
this respect, an interesting future direction will be to adopt our
method to encompass other communication settings such as non-
assisted classical/quantum communication and communication
with restricted quantum measurements.
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Properties of Dmax(N)
Recall the definition of the max-relative entropy between two states: Dmax(ρ| |σ) := min
{
s
 ρ ≤ 2sσ}. We first show the
following additivity property.
Proposition 9. Dmax(N1 ⊗ N2) = Dmax(N1) +Dmax(N2) for any channels N1 and N2.
Proof. Notice that
Dmax(N) = minM∈F Dmax(N ||M) (14)
where Dmax(N ||M) = Dmax(JN | |JM) = min{s |JN ≤ 2sJM} with JN , JM being the Choi matrices for channelsM, N . Let
M1,M2 ∈ F be the constant channels satisfyingDmax(N1) = Dmax(N1 | |M1),Dmax(N2) = Dmax(N2 | |M2). Noting thatM1 ⊗M2
is also a constant channel, we get
Dmax(N1 ⊗ N2) ≤ Dmax(N1 ⊗ N2 | |M1 ⊗M2) = Dmax(N1 | |M1) + Dmax(N2 | |M2) = Dmax(N1) +Dmax(N2). (15)
where in the first equality we used the additivity of Dmax for product (Choi) states. To show the superadditivity, consider the dual
form of the max-relative entropy measure that can be obtained by a standard technique of convex optimization [79] (see also [16]).
For any channel N ∈ T(A, B), the max-relative entropy for communication is evaluated by
Dmax(N) = max
{
log Tr[Y JN]
 Y ≥ 0, Tr[Y (I ⊗ σ)] ≤ 1, ∀σ} (16)
= max
{
log Tr[Y JN]
 Y ≥ 0, ‖YB ‖∞ ≤ 1} (17)
where JN is the Choi matrix forN , andYB := TrA[Y ]. LetY1 andY2 be optimal solutions forN1 andN2. Due to the multiplicativity
of the operator norm, ‖Y1,B ‖∞ ≤ 1 and ‖Y2,B ‖∞ ≤ 1 imply ‖ TrA[Y1 ⊗ Y2]‖∞ = ‖Y1,B ⊗ Y2,B ‖∞ = ‖Y1,B ‖∞‖Y2,B ‖∞ ≤ 1. Thus,
Y1 ⊗ Y2 is a valid solution for N1 ⊗ N2, which proves Dmax(N1 ⊗ N2) ≥ Dmax(N1) +Dmax(N2). 
From (14), it can be also seen that the max-relative entropy for communication coincides with the conditional min-entropy of
the Choi matrix of the channel [69].
Next, we present the tight upper bound for this measure and show that it is achieved by the reversible channels.
Proposition 10. Let N ∈ T(A, B) and dA be the dimension of the underlying Hilbert space in system A. Then, it holds that
Dmax(N) ≤ 2 log dA, and the equality is achieved if and only if N is reversible.
8Proof. We first argue that (17) can be rewritten (in terms of the generalized robustness) as
1 + R(N) = max
{
Tr[JNYAB]
 TrA[YAB] ≤ IB, YAB ≥ 0} (18)
= max
{
Tr[JNYAB] − 1
 TrA[YAB] = IB, YAB ≥ 0} (19)
where the second equality is shown as follows: if TrA[YAB] , IB, there exists a positive semidefinite operator QB ≥ 0 such that
IB − TrA[YAB] = QB. Then, it is straightforward to check that another operator Y ′AB := YAB +σ ⊗QB where σ ≥ 0 and Tr[σ] = 1
satisfies TrA[Y ′AB] = IB, Y ′AB ≥ 0, and Tr[JNY ′AB] ≥ Tr[JNYAB] since JN ≥ 0 and Y ′AB − YAB = σ ⊗ QB ≥ 0.
LetYAB be a dual solution in (19). Noting TrAYAB = IB, we take a unital map E := J−1(YAB) : A→ B, which hasYAB as its Choi
matrix. Furthermore, let F = E† : B→ A be the adjoint quantum channel of E. Then writing ΓAA := dA |ΦAA〉〈ΦAA | = ∑ |ii〉〈 j j |
be the unnormalized maximally entangled state acting on A and A′  A (which we simply write A), we get
1 + R(N) = max
YAB ≥0,TrAYAB=IB
Tr [JNYAB] (20)
= max
EA→B
Tr [JN(idA ⊗EA→B)(ΓAA)] (21)
= max
EA→B
Tr
[(idA ⊗EA→B)†(JN) ΓAA] (22)
= max
FB→A
Tr [(idA ⊗FB→A)(JN) ΓAA] (23)
= dA maxFB→A
〈ΦAA | [(idA ⊗FB→A)(JN)] |ΦAA〉 (24)
= d2A maxFB→A
〈ΦAA | [(idA ⊗FB→A)(idA ⊗NA→B)(ΦAA)] |ΦAA〉 (25)
= d2A maxFB→A
〈ΦAA | F ◦ N(ΦAA) |ΦAA〉 . (26)
Thus, one can provide an operational meaning to R(N) as the ability of N to preserve the maximally entangled state in the sense
that once ΦAA is destroyed by N , how well we can recover ΦAA from the destroyed state. It is now clear from the expression that
we have 1 + R(N) ≤ d2A, and the maximum is achieved if and only if N is reversible.

It is also worth noting that the max-relative entropy for communication coincides with the quantity known as max-information
for channels introduced in [56]. This was pointed out in [36] — we attach the proof here for completeness.
Lemma 11. Consider the max-information defined for any channel N ∈ T(A, B) by Imax(N) := Imax(idA ⊗N(ΦAA)) where ΦAA
is the maximally entangled state on A and A′  A (which we simply write AA), and Imax(ρAB) := minσ Dmax(ρAB | |ρA ⊗ σ) is the
max-information defined for states [54]. Then, it holds that Dmax(N) = Imax(N).
Proof. Rewriting the definition of max-relative entropy, we get
Dmax(N) = minM∈F Dmax(N ||M) (27)
= min
JM ∈F
Dmax(JN | |JM) (28)
= min
σ
Dmax(JN | |IA ⊗ σ) (29)
= min
σ
Dmax(id ⊗N(Φ)| |IA/dA ⊗ σ) (30)
= Imax(N). (31)

Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We first show that l.h.s. ≤ r.h.s.. To this end, we show a more general statement which holds for general choice of free
channels F: for any state ensemble A,
psucc(A, idE ⊗N)
maxΞ∈F psucc(A, idE ⊗Ξ) ≤ 1 + RF(N). (32)
9By definition of RF(N), there exists a free channel F ∈ F and some channel L such that N = (1 + RF(N))Ξ − RF(N)L. Let
{M ′i } be the optimal measurement for the numerator of the l.h.s in (32). Then, for any ensemble A = {pi, σEAi },
psucc(A, idE ⊗N) =
∑
j
pj Tr[idE ⊗N(σEAj )M ′j ]
= (1 + RF(N))
∑
j
pj Tr[idE ⊗Ξ(σEAj )M ′j ] − RF(N)
∑
j
pj Tr[idE ⊗L(σEAj )M ′j ]
≤ (1 + RF(N))
∑
j
pj Tr[idE ⊗Ξ(σEAj )M ′j ]
≤ (1 + RF(N))max{Mi }maxΞ∈F
∑
j
pj Tr[idE ⊗Ξ(σEAj )Mj]
= (1 + RF(N))max
Ξ∈F
psucc(A, idE ⊗Ξ),
(33)
which proves (32). In addition, when A ∈ A and F is the set of constant channels, the denominator of the l.h.s. of (32) becomes
max
Ξ∈F
psucc(A, idE ⊗Ξ) = max{Mi }maxτ
∑
j
pj Tr[σEj ⊗ τMj]
= pguess(A)
(34)
where σEj = TrA[σEAj ], and the second equality is due to the condition on A . This concludes the first part of the proof.
To show the other inequality, take E  A and consider the ensemble A ′ defined on the system EA. Take pj = 1/d2A,
σEAj = (Pj ⊗ idA)ΦEA(Pj ⊗ idA) for j = 0, . . . , d2A − 1 where ΦEA = 1dA
∑
ik |ii〉〈kk | and Pj is the j th Pauli operator. Let us
also consider the measurement {M ′j } defined as M ′j = 1dA (Pj ⊗ idB)YEB(Pj ⊗ idB) where YEB is an optimal solution in (19).
One can check that this choice constitutes a valid POVMs since clearly M ′j ≥ 0 because YEB ≥ 0 and Pj are unitary, and∑
j M ′j = IE ⊗ IB since the random application of the Pauli operators serves as the completely depolarizing channel, which gives∑
j(Pj ⊗ idB)YEB(Pj ⊗ idB) = dAIE ⊗ TrE [YEB] and TrE [YEB] = IB due to (19). Defining Pj(·) := Pj · Pj , we obtain
psucc(A ′, idE ⊗N, {M ′j }) =
d2
A
−1∑
j=0
1
d2
A
Tr
[
Pj ⊗ N
(
ΦEA
) 1
dA
Pj ⊗ idB(YEB)
]
(35)
=
d2
A
−1∑
j=0
1
d3
A
Tr
[
idE ⊗N
(
ΦEA
)
YEB
]
(36)
=
1
d2
A
Tr [JNYEB] (37)
=
1 + R(N)
d2
A
(38)
where in the second equality Pauli operators are canceled out in the middle and we also used the cyclic property of the trace, and
in the third equality we used 1dA JN = idE ⊗N(ΦEA). Since A ′ ∈ A , together with (34) and pguess(A ′) = 1d2
A
, we get
max
A∈A
psucc(A, idE ⊗N)
pguess(A) ≥
psucc(A ′, idE ⊗N)
pguess(A ′) = 1 + R(N), (39)
which completes the proof.

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Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. We assume psucc(A,M) ≥ psucc(A,L) without loss of generality. Then,
|psucc(A,M) − psucc(A,L)| = max{M′i }
∑
j
pj Tr[M ′jM(σj)] − max{Mi }
∑
j
pj Tr[MjL(σj)] (40)
≤ max
{M′i }
∑
j
pj Tr[M ′j (M − L)(σj)] (41)
≤
∑
j
pj
1
2
‖M − L‖ = 12 ‖M − L‖ (42)
where on the first inequality we set {Mi} to be the optimal measurement for the first term, and on the second inequality we used
that for any state ρ and POVM element Mj , it holds that
‖M − L‖ ≥ ‖(M − L)(ρ)‖1 = max
0≤P≤I
2 Tr[P(M − L)(ρ)] ≥ 2 Tr[Mj(M − L)(ρ)]. (43)

Proof of Proposition 6
Proof. To see ONS ⊆ OF, suppose to the contrary that there exists ΠNS that maps constant channelNσ ∈ T (Ao, Bi), which always
outputs a fixed state σ, to some non-constant channelM ∈ T(Ai, Bo). SinceM is non-constant, there exists a pair of states ρ(0)Ai
and ρ(1)
Ai
such thatM(ρ(0)
Ai
) ,M(ρ(1)
Ai
). However, this implies that TrAo ΠNS(ρ(0)Ai ⊗ σ) , TrAo ΠNS(ρ
(1)
Ai
⊗ σ), which violates (4).
Thus, it must be the case that ONS ⊆ OF.
To see the other inclusion OF ⊆ ONS, note first that because of the inherent causal structure built in OF, any superchannel
realized by a B→ A signalling operation is outside of OF. Thus, it suffices to show that any superchannel realized by an A→ B
signalling operation is also outside of OF. In particular, we show that whenever the bipartite operation is A→ B signalling, there
always exists a constant channel that is transformed to non-constant channel by this transformation. Let Π be a A→ B signalling
operation that violates (4). Let ρ(0)
Ai
, ρ(1)
Ai
, and σBi be the states such that TrAo Π(ρ(0)Ai , σBi ) , TrAo Π(ρ
(1)
Ai
, σBi ). Consider the
constant channelNσBi ∈ T (Ao, Bi), which always outputs σBi , and letN ′ be the channel transformed fromNσBi by this operation.
Then, we have N ′(ρ(0)
Ai
) , N ′(ρ(1)
Ai
), which means that N ′ is not a constant channel. Hence, any superchannel outside ONS cannot
be a member of OF, concluding the proof.

Proof of Lemma 7
Proof. We first show that the diamond norm is contractive under any action of superchannel. LetN,M ∈ T(A, B) be two channels
and Ξ ∈ T ({A, B}, {A′, B′}) be a superchannel defined by Ξ[N] = Epost ◦ (idE ⊗N) ◦ Epre. Also, let ρ˜ be a state on system RA′
that achieves the diamond norm of Ξ[N] − Ξ[M]. Then,
‖Ξ[N] − Ξ[M]‖ = ‖ idR ⊗Ξ[N](ρ˜) − idR ⊗Ξ[M](ρ˜)‖1 (44)
= ‖ idR ⊗
[Epost ◦ (idE ⊗N) ◦ Epre] (ρ˜) − idR ⊗ [Epost ◦ (idE ⊗M) ◦ Epre] (ρ˜)‖1 (45)
≤ ‖ idRE ⊗N(ρ˜′) − idRE ⊗M(ρ˜′)‖1 (46)
≤ ‖N −M‖ (47)
where on the first inequality we set ρ˜′ := Epre(ρ˜) and also used the contractivity of the trace norm under CPTP maps.
Let us now take a channel N˜ such that ‖N˜ − N‖ ≤  and Dmax,F(N˜) = Dmax,F(N). We then get
Dmax,F(N) = Dmax,F(N˜) ≥ Dmax,F(Θ[N˜]) ≥ Dmax,F(Θ[N]) (48)
where the first inequality is due to the monotonicity of Dmax,F under free superchannels, and the second inequality is because
‖Θ[N˜] − Θ[N]‖ ≤ ‖N˜ − N‖ ≤  due to the contractivity of the diamond norm under superchannels shown above. 
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Alternative proof of Theorem 3 using free superchannels
Proof. LetΦ = (Ee, {Dm})where Tr[Dm·] = 〈m| Ed(·) |m〉. DefiningA ′ = {1/M, |m〉〈m|}M−1m=0 , we have an alternative expression
of average error rate
1 − ε[Φ,N] = psucc(A ′,Θ[N]) (49)
where Θ[·] := Ed ◦ idE ⊗ · ◦Ee is the superchannel consisting of the encoder and decoder of the code. Since we are interested in
non-signalling assisted communication and because of Proposition 6, we have that Θ ∈ OF. One can also show the following
result, which is a variant of the one direction of the inequality in Theorem 2.
Lemma 12. Let F be the set of constant channels. Then, for any channel N and state ensemble A, it holds that
psucc(A,N)
pguess(A) ≤ 1 + R(N). (50)
The proof goes in a completely analogous way to that for Theorem 2. Now, take the channel L with ‖L − Θ[N]‖ ≤ δ that
satisfies Dmax(L) = Dδmax(Θ[N]). Using Lemma 12, we get
psucc(A ′,L) ≤ 1 + R(L)M = 2
Dδmax(Θ[N])/M (51)
Further using Lemma 4 and Lemma 7, we reach
psucc(A ′,Θ[N]) − δ/2 ≤ 2Dδmax(N)/M . (52)
The proof is completed by combining this with (49) and ε[Φ,N] ≤  . 
Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. Let N ′ be a channel that satisfies Dmax(N ′) = Dmax(N) and ‖N ′ − N‖ ≤  . If k2 ≥ 2Dmax(N), there exists a channel L
such that N
′+(k2−1)L
k2
∈ F. Consider the following superchannel Θ defined as
Θ[Λ] := Tr[Jidk JΛ]
k2
N ′ + Tr[(kI − Jidk )JΛ]
k2
L (53)
where JΛ denotes the Choi matrix for channel Λ. It can be seen that Θ ∈ OF by considering a free channel Ξ ∈ F such that it
outputs a fixed state Ξ(·) = τ. Then, we have Tr[Jidk JΞ]
k2
= Tr[Φk( Ik ⊗ τ)] = 1k2 , which ensures Θ[Ξ] ∈ F due to the definition of L.
Since Θ[idk] = N ′, this specific construction achieves the desired transformation, and thus Cc,(1)(N) ≤ d2
1
2D

max(N)e.
Suppose, on the other hand, there exists Θ ∈ OF such that Θ[idk] = N ′ with ‖N ′ − N‖ ≤  . Then, we have Dmax(N) ≤
Dmax(N ′) = Dmax(Θ[idk]) ≤ Dmax(idk) = 2 log k where we used the monotonicity of Dmax in the second inequality and
Proposition 10 in the last equality. This proves 2 12Dmax(N) ≤ C
c,(1)(N), which concludes the proof. 
We remark that a similar argument has been employed in [61] where they considered a resource theory of quantum memory and
max-relative entropy measure associated with it. A couple of important differences are: 1) Our measure is efficiently computable
by SDP unlike the one in [61], for which only computable bounds can be obtained. 2) The robustness measure considered in [61]
is the standard robustness [13, 80] where one is restricted to mix free channels to make the mixture with the given channel free. It
can be seen that in our case the standard robustness diverges for any resourceful channel, which is a generic feature observed for
affine resource theories [11].
